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Written by an expert in talent psychology, these detachable cards promote intuitive, playful talent discovery with children

Used throughout the English-speaking world, from South Africa to Bonaire

Features engaging illustrations by Emma Thyssen

We all have talents, but we don’t always know what they are. As a result, talent is sometimes a difficult concept to grasp – but one that

we need to understand if we are to make the most of our lives. This illustrated card set for young talent helps children to get to know

themselves, and sets them on the path for discovering and engaging their particular talents. In a playful and informative process, the

cards from the booklet are detached and shuffled. Find out whether a child’s talent presents as an unstoppable Boundary Pusher, a

genuine Fair Play Promoter, or an invincible Error Eagle! Understanding their unique talent profile will help children with choices at

school, at home, with friends and family.

Luk Dewulf is an expert on positive psychology and personal talent development. He is a sought-after speaker, and a widely-published

talent and burn-out coach. In his work, he focuses on finding ways to unleash strength and potential in individuals, organizations and

children. Peter Beschuyt is an academic, and an advisor at Kessels & Smit, The Learning Company. As a process manager and

advisor, he supports organizations and schools in the development and implementation of a talent-oriented organizational policy. Els

Pronk is a children's coach and the founder of Grootsklein, in which she supports children in the development of their talent.
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